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Club Overview
•

The Ozone Amateur Radio Club began in 1964. It started out as a

group of people getting together and forming a club and their
common interest was Ham Radio. As time went along this group
grew and they purchased the land and built their own building that
came to be known as the Ozone Amateur Emergency
Communications Center, which is located at 2190 4th Street in
Slidell, LA next to the City Court of Slidell.

•

We are an ARRL Affiliate Club and we support (ARES) the
Amateur Radio Emergency Service. We practice our skills weekly
by checking in on the various nets that are held on one of our
repeaters and practice our skills under simulated emergency
conditions. We also participate in the annual ARRL Field Day

which is making as many contacts as possible in a 24 hour period.

•

The Ozone Amateur Radio Club is about helping each other learn
more about this hobby and bringing new people into this
wonderful hobby. Whether you do ham radio as a hobby or you do
ham radio as a public service, you will never outgrow this hobby.

Current Club Status
•

Recently you may have noticed a convergence of digital
revolution with modes and awareness;
o

147.270 = C4FM and FM in with FM out

o

444.100 = D-STAR, C4FM, DMR with connections to
global radio networks via IP networks

o

•

145.010 = AX.25 DIGI-peater system

There are new opportunities and potentials awaiting us
on all of these fronts and more
o

Innovation is moving at warp speed now within these areas

Issues and Resolutions
•

•

•

Finding a Sustainable Balance
o

Membership Dues are due, get them in please

o

Exciting hamfest planning underway

Repeater Technology on The Move
o

Planning a Repeater Party

o

$ Circulators/Isolators $ needed

The only thing constant is change
o

Adapt and overcome together
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Emergency Communications
https://youtu.be/4I87136fTa8

•

watched this video and I think this person has a very good approach to
doing emergency communications. I remember one of our SK's of our Club

http://www.winterfieldday.com

(W5VUH) saying it is not the number of contacts one makes but you made
contacts to show that one's station is working, even if it is only a few..... Taking

it one step further, where are your signals going considering the antenna that is
in use. Even though this is pointing to Winter Field Day, the idea for
ECOMM is the same. Lastly, are your results repeatable and reliable.
73,
AA5UY

DWARN Repeater SYSTEM
John Guthans
Sat, Feb 2, 2:27 PM
Russel-AB6DS has 2 fusion repeaters in Bush, LA that operate as part of
the DWARN Repeater System (dwarn.org). The current new page has been
updated with a link that will
explain what this is. The OARC's 440 repeater which is a digital
repeater system usually is connected to DWARN most of the time so if you
have a Yaseu Fusion radio you can access this system.
Keep in mind the OARC's repeater presently does FM, D Star, DMR, and
Fusion. So if you use the repeater in the fusion mode, you will be
connected to the DWARN system automatically. You would need a Yaesu
radio that does this mode.
If you are closer to Bush, LA, you can use one of the repeaters there.
The repeaters are 145.470 and 443.400. These 2 repeaters can operate in
c4fm mode and by checking out the link, you can see what repeaters you
will be connected to when talking through the dwarn system. This
system gives a lot of coverage and I also hear that there is a system
that is RF linked more later that doesn't require internet.
The link is posted on our current news page: http://w5sla.net/news.htm.
The same link is also posted on the ares page. Check it out,
73,

w5sla

http://dwarn.org

W9DYV

W5SLA Winter Field Day
https://youtu.be/X1FhG4XqS5g

Hotspot or Not?

https://ics-cert.us-cert.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Memorandum_on_GPS_2019.pdf

https://github.com/n0bel/PiClock

PiClock Update de KE5QKR
When I first installed the PiClock on
my Raspberry Pi3B, all was good, and
then it stopped. NOT GOOD. I found
out that IBM purchased Weather
Underground’s data service and that
both IBM and google started charging
for even the smallest bit of map and
weather and data requests using their
API’s. (Application Programming
Interface) Since the project’s author,
N0BEL, wrote it in Python there were
changes needed to the code. He has
since updated the code, chosen new
vendors for the map and weather data
and up it goes again! New instructions
and
install
directions
at
https://github.com/n0bel/PiClock

Point In Time Snapshots – For The Record

http://www.spaceweather.com/

Move over ESP32 - there is a new AI chip in town, the Kendryte K210
Carl Fedrowisch
Feb 11, 2019
You know I am a bit of an info-maniac, constantly trying to keep up with the bleeding edge of technology, especially affordable
hi-tech. That's why I was astounded to find out I was four months behind the times on the hottest AI enabled SOC ever, the
Kendryte K210. The K210 has dual RISC processors and like the ESP32, has many programmable GPIO functions and
interfaces. In addition, it has Convoluted Neural Network and FFT accelerators, making it a powerful stand-alone AI device. It
has VGA 60fps video and 8 channel microphone inputs giving it audio as well as video capabilities together.

It's a hell of a deal, and includes camera and LCD interfaces, 128 megabit flash, 8
channel audio and a RGB LED. The Sipeed MAix GO has many additional features, like
LiPo support, a mic, speaker, camera, LCD and a thumball control, even Python!
Besides all the K210's great hardware, its AI capabilities are considerable, since they can include audio, video and sensor inputs! The K210's CNN
supports Google's Tensor Lite, the platform independent AI solution for mobile and IoT devices, among other things. Tensor Lite converts huge,
existing, Convoluted Neural Nets into compressed flat buffers to run on AIoT devices. This should make development of new apps easy, and there are
examples already on Github. But the most useful thing about the SiPEED MAix Go is it can be programmed in Python! And there are English
documents! https://github.com/sipeed/MaixPy
The K210 is the most exciting/advanced SOC that has ever come along. It has almost all of the ESP32 hardware features, runs at a faster clock,
400/800 MHz vs 230 MHz, and more memory, 6 megs for programs and 2 megs for the CNN. You can bet that it will have a huge impact on
robotics, because of high level of sophistication in a dense package will allow anything to be embedded with AI, that can operate either with the
Cloud or locally, by itself. And what I have read indicates because of its hardware capabilities, the K210 can be used to train its own CNN, without
outside help. Looking at the K210, one can't help but wonder what far out thing, next year's chips be able to do, the field is moving so fast.
For the last few months I have been working with a couple of ESP32 boards, mainly to do some pretty non-IoT things, like interfacing audio input to
a software FTT app or reading the Channel Status Information to make a Back-Scatter receiver. Also I kept researching the use of tiny neural nets on
an ESP32, which is possible, but wouldn't be very powerful or fast. Now the K210 has come along and opened doors that eliminates hours and days
of software development. When Intel came out with their hardware AI chip I made the prediction that it's use would eliminate some AI
programming jobs. My argument is, why invest time in developing faster more efficient AI algorithms, if even the least efficient ones can run
thousands of times faster thanks to hardware acceleration, and this is the case. For my uber-plan, the GKDs, I no longer have to write CNN, FFT,
video object tracking, audio location code, and a whole lot more. Besides providing all the communications and sensor interfacing hardware for the
project, including PWM for motors, the addition of AI capabilities, if I can make them work, will greatly accelerate the GKD project.
As well as adding features and capabilities I didn't think originally were possible.
The Kendryte K210 has unique features that that put it in a class of its own. .
I will have to do some pondering on the K210, while I am waiting to get a couple.... They are like a new life form

Brian Karcher
*I had the wrong date in prior email, sorry*
Hello everyone, I hope you all are doing great. Due to the
D-STAR Net of Southeast Louisiana only meeting once a
month I will be sending out a couple of email reminders
when the net is coming up.
The next D-STAR Net of Southeast Louisiana will be this
Tuesday February 19th at 9:00PM Central Standard
Time or 3:00am UTC. The net meets on Reflector 048C,
the W5GAD B module will be linked into the reflector as
well during the net. If Reflector 048C is not working the
alternate reflector will be Reflector 048B. Hope you are
all able to check into the net.
73,
Brian D. Karcher
KG5GJT

SELARC 2019 HAMFEST

http://www.arrl.org/news/fcc-supplier-s-declaration-of-conformity-procedures-are-now-in-effect

Supplier’s Declaration of Conformity
Procedures are Now in Effect
02/16/2019
The FCC is reminding electronic device retailers that Supplier’s Declaration of Conformity (SDoC) procedures are now in effect and being
enforced. In an FCC Enforcement Advisory released February 15, the FCC Enforcement Bureau (EB) pointed out that marketers of RF devices
may be subject to new compliance requirements provided in the SDoC procedures.
“In general, a device subject to SDoC is one that does not purposely transmit an RF signal for communications purposes, i.e., it does not send
voice and/or data to a wireless receiver,” the Advisory said. Such devices are known as “unintentional radiators,” and most devices subject to
SDoC are described in Sections 15.101(1) and 18.203 of the FCC rules.
Two separate procedures are in place to address equipment authorization of RF devices — SDoC and Certification. In July of 2017, the FCC
amended some rules regarding the authorization of RF equipment, and those changes became effective in November of that year, with a 1-year
transition period to phase out two equipment authorization procedures — Verification and Declaration of Conformity — and replace them with
SDoC. The transition period ended on November 2, 2018.
According to the FCC Office of Engineering and Technology (OET), the list of devices subject to SDoC covers “equipment that does not contain a
radio transmitter and contains only digital circuitry — such as computer peripherals, microwave ovens, ISM [Industrial Scientific Medical]
equipment, switching power supplies, LED light bulbs, radio receivers, and TV interface devices.” The OET said for equipment that
contains both unintentional radiators and intentional radiators, the unintentional radiator portion generally may be authorized under either
SDoC or certification, while intentional radiators such as radio transmitters, contained in the equipment are typically required to be certified.
The OET notes, “Some unintentional radiators do require certification, such as scanning receivers, radar detectors, and access broadband over
power line (Access BPL) equipment.”
In a separate Enforcement Advisory released on February 15, the FCC cautioned LED sign marketers to comply with FCC rules, noting that the
EB has “observed a growing number of companies” marketing noncompliant LED signs. In general, LED sign panels are subject to SDoC
procedures.
The OET said it’s not necessary that equipment authorized using the SDoC procedure be tested at an FCC-recognized accredited testing
laboratory.

